


City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska 

 
WRANGELL PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION 

 
October 11, 2018 

7:00pm  

Minutes 
 

A. CALL TO ORDER/ROLL CALL: Chair Terri Henson called the meeting to order at 
7:00 pm. Commissioners Don McConachie and Apryl Hutchinson were present. 
There are currently 2 vacancies on the Commission. Also present were staff Carol 
Rushmore and Aleisha Mollen. 
 

B.  AMENDMENTS TO THE AGENDA:  
McConachie asked to add an item as G1 under New Business to make a proposal to 
the Borough Assembly regarding the Noise Ordinance.  
 
Hutchinson asked to add an item as G2 under New Business to make a change to 
the Wrangell Municipal Code for Planning & Zoning Meeting start time. She would 
like the start time to be 6:30 instead of 7:00.  

 
Hearing there were no objections, both items were added to the agenda.  

 

C.  APPROVAL OF MINUTES:  September 13, 2018 & Special October 3, 2018 
M/S: McConachie/Hutchinson moved to approve the minutes as presented. 
Motion approved unanimously by consent. 

                                                                                                    
D.  PERSONS TO BE HEARD:  

Haig Demerjian signed up to speak on F1 and will speak at that time.  
 
E.  CORRESPONDENCE: None.  
 
F.  OLD BUSINESS:  
 

1. Discussion of potential code changes to address noise standard.  
Rushmore shared that this is based on the previous discussions and findings.  
 
Demerjian commented on the draft and is in support of this due to the set decibel 
limit to make it enforceable. He stated that the exceptions were subjective in the 
wording “reasonable.” He also questioned if those exceptions would be allowed in 
any zone, further allowing unreasonable exceptions. The question is about what is 
reasonable and expected in various zones based on their type. Lastly, he said that 
consequences should be added in to state what will happen if the ordinance is not 
followed.  
 



Regarding Item B7, McConachie said that he could see Power Tools and Equipment 
& Machinery as separate items. Power Tools could remain as B7 and Equipment & 
Machinery could be the new B8, moving everything down. The Commission could 
then come up with guidelines around that. Henson stated that Equipment & 
Machinery could actually be covered under 6 and 10. It was agreed to strike the 
words “Equipment & Machinery” from B7 in the tile and definition. 
 
Henson asked to change the definition in A to “excessively loud” instead of 
“unreasonably loud.” The decibel limit was discussed around the decibel number 
limit. Rushmore stated that the OSHA limit is an average of 90 decibels over an 8 
hour period. After the last meeting, Denise Svendsen brought in the information from 
their business to give an example and they average less than the 90 decibel limit. 
McConachie asked about referencing the OSHA standards in this paragraph around 
the decibel limit. Rushmore noted that this is zone-specific and specified that this 
would replace the current code.  
 
Demerjian noted that the OSHA requirements are for Commercial and Industrial Use 
and shouldn’t be applied to Residential. He also asked about the activities and if 
there was a difference between someone doing an activity for themselves or for 
money. He asked again to focus on zone-appropriate activities.  
 
Henson asked how it could be worded to allow for a continual activity that falls under 
the exceptions. McConachie stated that the zoning is the issue around the current 
complaint and that the activities happening on the Commercial property right now 
would not be acceptable is there was a business involved, but they are caught in a 
loophole since it’s a personal hobby. He asked, though, what puts the teeth behind 
it? He suggested a 30-day period fine structure. A warning would be given, then a 
first offense would be $50, a second offense would be $75, and a third offense 
would be $150. Henson stated that she agreed with the structure, but who proves it? 
McConachie stated that the burden of proof would be on the person making the 
complaint. Henson said that we would need to involve the Police Department to 
determine how they would want to enforce the complaints.  
 
Rushmore referred to the staff report from the last meeting and asked to modify the 
first sentence from the Valdez ordinance to read “Any use which causes or may 
reasonably be expected to cause excessive noise, vibration, or sounds objectionable 
due to intermittent beat, frequency, or shrillness beyond the above decibel levels 
could be permitted if muffled or contained inside of an approved structure.” She is 
still working on the exact wording of this to include all of this.  
 
Henson asked where this would be housed going forward. Rushmore stated that it 
could be within the Nuisance Code and referred back to the Noise Ordinance within 
the Zoning Code.  
 
Rushmore asked for a Work Session around this item during the day on the 18th or 
the 19th, exact day and time to be determined.  



 
G. NEW BUSINESS:  
 1. Proposal to the Borough Assembly regarding the Noise Ordinance.  

M/S: McConachie/Hutchinson moved to propose to the Borough Assembly 
the draft noise ordinance discussed tonight including the changes 
proposed.  
Motion approved unanimously by poll vote. 

 
 2. Proposal to change the WMC for P&Z Meeting start time to 6:00 p.m. 

M/S: Hutchinson/McConachie moved to propose a code change to WMC 
3.44.090 to begin Planning & Zoning Commission meetings at 6:00 p.m.  
Motion approved unanimously by poll vote. 

   
 
H.  PUBLIC COMMENT: None.  
 
I.  COMMISSIONERS’ REPORTS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS:  
 There will be no regular meeting in November due to lack of quorum, but a Special 
Meeting will be called the last week of November or the first week of December.  

   
J.  ADJOURNMENT: 8:15 p.m. 

 

 

_________________________________ __________________________________ 

CHAIRPERSON    SECRETARY 

 










































